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Logistics
• The following students see me after class:

– Dahms, Doyle, Kavalle, Jennings, Melton, Polsky, 
Soriano, Augustinovich, Briggs  

• Anyone who was not here on first day see me after 
class

• Pin Numbers - if you have not set one up, see me 
after class

• MUST bring “Lecture Tutorials for Introductory 
Astronomy” to every lecture

• Any problems with website?
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Why is Science important?

“One of the most beautiful things about science 
is that it equips you to think for yourself”

     Adrian Gaylord

The video “Why Science” mentions several 
reasons why science is important, which 
resonated with you best and why?



Motion of Earth
• Earth rotates, orbits and is tilted
• This motion/orientation of the Earth 

accounts for:
– Rising and Setting of the Sun
– Visible stars/constellations
– Seasons
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Rotation: Earth Rotates



Orbit: The Earth orbits the Sun

• The ecliptic is the path of the Sun along the celestial 
sphere (apparent path of Sun in sky)

• (a little relativity) it is also the path of the Earth in its 
orbit around the Sun



Orientation
• The Earth has an 

obliquity
• Obliquity is the tilt of 

planets rotation axis 
with respect to the 
ecliptic

• The Earth’s rotation 
axis is tilted 23.5o from 
perpendicular to the 
ecliptic plane



Earth’s Rotation causes night and day
• The Earth rotates on 

its axis once a day
• This rotation causes 

the appearance that 
the Sun rises in the 
East and sets in the 
West

• Night time is when 
“our” position on Earth 
rotates out of the light.

• We can see Earth’s 
rotation in stellar 
motion



At night we see Stars
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The Constellations
When we look at the night sky 

we see patterns, which we 
call constellations.  Many 
famous constellations such 
as Orion, Gemini, Virgo



The Celestial Sphere
• To locate stars in the night sky 

astronomers created a sky 
map, called the Celestial 
Sphere

• A sphere centered on Earth: 
– Equator is extension of 

Earth’s equator
– Longitude - Right Ascension 

measured from vernal 
equinox

– Latitude - Declination



What do you think?
• Do the stars stay in the same position in the 

sky all day/night long?
•  Do we see the same stars all year round 

every night?



What do you think?
• What causes the stars to move?
• Do the stars actually move in the way they 

appear from Earth?



Class Demo
• Lets set up:
• What is at the center of the Solar System?
• The Earth ______ the Sun?
• The stars and constellations are closer/farther from 

Earth than the Sun?
• The constellations/stars are the same/different 

distance from the Sun?



Orbit: The Earth orbits the Sun

• The ecliptic is the path of the Sun along the celestial 
sphere (apparent path of Sun in sky)

• (a little relativity) it is also the path of the Earth in its 
orbit around the Sun



The Seasons
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_xLN5-1QGRM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_xLN5-1QGRM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_xLN5-1QGRM


Which of these are true and which 
are false and what evidence is there 

to support your answer? 

• Earth is closer to the Sun in summer than it is in the 
winter.

• When it is summer, the Sun is giving off more energy and 
when it is winter the Sun is giving off less energy.

• When it is summer, more sunlight reaches Earth than it 
does during the winter. 



The Seasons
• The Earth has an 

obliquity
• Obliquity is the tilt of 

planets rotation axis 
with respect to its orbit 
around the Sun 

• The Earth’s rotation 
axis is tilted 23.5o from 
perpendicular to the 
ecliptic plane



The Seasons

• Seasons are caused by the tilt of the Earth’s rotation axis
• In (our) Summer, Northern Hemisphere is tilted toward Sun.  In 

Winter Northern Hemisphere is tilted away from the Sun.

Summer Solstice
Northern Hemisphere

Autumnal Equinox
Northern Hemisphere

Winter Solstice
Northern Hemisphere

Vernal Equinox
Northern Hemisphere



The Seasons



Where would the Sun be on your birthday?



Seasons
• In summer months 

– Sun is higher in the sky, more hours of sunlight, more heat
– Sun is more intense, more heat



Position of Sun in Sky also 
depends on latitude
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Equator 20o 50o

70o



When the Sun is high in the sky during the day, the 
number of daylight hours is greater and the amount of 

direct sunlight received is greater.  This results in 
Summer. 



When the Sun is low in the sky during the day, the 
number of daylight hours is less and the amount of direct 

sunlight received is less.  This results in Winter. 



Lecture Tutorial (p.93):  Seasons 

• Work with a partner!
• Read the instructions and questions carefully.
• Discuss the concepts and your answers with 

one another.
• Come to a consensus answer you both agree 

on.
• If you get stuck or are not sure of your answer, 

ask another group.
• If you get really stuck or don’t understand what 

the Lecture Tutorial is asking, ask one of us for 
help.



The Reason for Seasons
• The obliquity (tilt) of the Earth causes two effects that 

lead to seasons
1.  Longer/Shorter daylight hours
2.  More/Less intense sunlight

• Seasons are not caused by Earth being closer/further 
from the Sun

• Seasons are not caused by the tilt allowing certain 
latitudes to be closer/further from the Sun

• Seasons are not a “distance” effect
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